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Literary inspiration and exciting interactions – BOOKFEST programme lets 

the Special Edition shine, digitally and on site 

Live from New York: talk with Eliot Weinberger | German Book Prize nominees Bov Bjerg 

and Deniz Ohde at BOOKFEST city 

 

Every October, culture fans celebrate together at BOOKFEST. This year, the popular festival will take 

place physically as BOOKFEST city and, for the first time, virtually as BOOKFEST digital – allowing an 

even bigger and more colourful celebration of stars from the international cultural and literary scene. 

BOOKFEST city (14–18 October) will offer almost 80 events over all five days of the fair at many 

locations throughout Frankfurt. BOOKFEST digital will light up screens on 17 October from 10.00 am to 

10.00 pm, with approximately 28 hours of highly diverse programming on two channels. Admission or 

access to both formats is free of charge. 

 

BOOKFEST digital – with Elizabeth Gilbert and Matt Haig, among others 

 

Following the call for participation, 812 submissions were received from 500 publishing houses in 50 

countries. A total of 150 entries from 80 publishers in 30 countries were ultimately selected for 

BOOKFEST digital. Viewers can expect a mixture of topics, including entertainment, thrillers, science, 

lifestyle, gourmet cooking, travel, works for children and young adults, illustrations, and much more. 

 

Matt Haig will talk about his most recent novel, The Midnight Library. In a video recorded at her home in 

New Jersey, bestselling author Elizabeth Gilbert will discuss her writing, including her current book City 

of Girls. The young, innovative and queer collective Istanbulberlin will create an intercultural bridge 

between both pulsating metropolises with, among others, artists, activists and authors Ulrich Gutmair, 

Şebnem İşigüzel, Burhan Sönmez, Ayfer Tunç and Yasemin Mori. Essayist Eliot Weinberger will provide 

incisive commentary on the current situation in the US prior to the elections there. Ayad Akhtar, the most-

performed playwright in the US today, will talk about his second book Homeland Elegies. The event She 

Said: Breaking the Sexual Harassment Story That Helped Ignite a Movement will tell the unique and 

inspiring story of the New York Times journalists Megan Twohey and Jodi Kantor, who broke the story of 

sexual harassment involving Harvey Weinstein and others. And one of Africa’s most important literary 

voices, Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor, will speak with Bärbel Schäfer. 

 

BOOKFEST digital will feature additional guests, including Karin Slaughter, Don Winslow, Bas Kast, 

Eva Madelung, Kirsten Boie, Arved Fuchs, Ibram X. Kendi and Jamie Oliver. 

 

BOOKFEST city – with German Book Prize nominees Bov Bjerg and Deniz Ohde, among others 

 

5 days, 77 events, 119 authors, 110 hours of programming, 36 locations, 56 publishers, 11 booksellers – 

that’s BOOKFEST city summed up in figures. 
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Two authors nominated for the German Book Prize will put in an appearance at BOOKFEST city: Bov 

Bjerg and Deniz Ohde. Bjerg will read from his novel Serpentinen (Serpentines). Ohde will be part of 

Debut Night: alongside Leander Fischer (Die Forelle / The Trout), Ilona Hartmann (Land in Sicht / Land 

in Sight) and Lorenz Just (Am Rand der Dächer / At the Roofs’ Edge), Rohde will present her much 

acclaimed debut novel Streulicht (Stray Light), in conversation with host and presenter Michael Hohmann. 

Juan Tomás Ávila Laurel is one of central Africa’s most honoured writers. A refugee in Spain since 

fleeing Equatorial Guinea in 2011, he is one of the most prominent voices speaking out against the regime 

of Teodoro Obiang. The film The Writer from a Country Without Bookstores (82 minutes) will be shown, 

documenting Ávila Laurel’s journey from Spain back to his native country. Following the screening, a 

Q&A session will take place with Ávila Laurel and director Marc Serena. The event “Wavelengths of 

Your Song” will be a mixture of reading and talk with Canadian author Eleonore Schönmaier. Writer, 

translator and publisher Adrian Kasnitz will speak with the prizewinning poet about her complex verse. 

 

The overview of all events, partners and locations, as well as additional details, will be available in the 

coming weeks at www.bookfest.de. Links will also be accessible there to the pre-registration forms that 

must be filled out for all events. This year, the top priority will be protecting the health of all participants 

and guests at BOOKFEST city. Every location used for an event will have its own set of hygiene 

requirements. 

 

www.bookfest.de #fbm20 #bookfest 

 

 

 

Frankfurt, 21 September 2020 

http://www.bookfest.de/
http://www.bookfest.de/
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Frankfurter Buchmesse’s all-digital professional programme 
Online events, conferences, talks and networking opportunities 
 

Frankfurter Buchmesse is launching its first all-digital programme for publishing professionals, 

comprising more than 70 hours of online events, conferences, talks and networking opportunities. 

James Daunt, CEO of Barnes & Noble and Managing Director of Waterstones; Ananth Padmanabhan, 

CEO of HarperCollins Publishers India; Jenny Fry, Commercial Director at Canongate; renowned 

literary agents Andrew Nurnberg and Anna Soler-Pont; Magnus Nytell, Head of International 

Expansion at Nextory; Bookwire’s Global Head of Audio, Videl Bar-Kar; Javier Celaya, CEO of 

Dosdoce.com; Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen, Director of Library Network Services at the National 

Library of Finland; Dr. Paul Ayris, Pro-Vice-Provost at UCL Library Services, and many more are 

among the international experts who will give insights and discuss current trends and 

developments in the international publishing landscape. 

 

Frankfurter Buchmesse’s new online programme comprises five different formats: the digital 

conference series Frankfurt Conference, further online B2B sessions with expert talks during the 

book fair week, the Market Insights series, and two networking formats – the business-focused 

Curated Networking sessions and “The Hof”, a more casual series of online events. 

 

Stefanie von Beöczy, Project Lead Frankfurt Conference & Professional Programme, says: “Our 

digital B2B formats bring the events, market information, opportunities, and networking that would 

happen in Frankfurt to attendees in their homes. Our programme this year taps into the challenges 

the industry has seen this year with COVID-19, as well as the developments in the audio market, the 

international rights trade and in academic and scholarly publishing. I am looking forward to lively 

discussions and expert talks that will provide insights and inspiration for our international 

publishing community.” 

 

The online events organised by Frankfurter Buchmesse will be starting in late September, reaching 

its peak during the book fair week (12-18 October 2020), and will continue with selected sessions 

after the fair, in November and December. Participation in all digital conferences and online events 

for publishing professionals is free of charge. To participate, registration at My Book Fair is 

necessary: https://services.book-fair.com/login. 

 

Frankfurt Conference – Signals of Hope: New Perspectives for a Stronger Future 

 

The book fair’s first all-digital conference series – Frankfurt Conference – offers a virtual 

professional programme on four days of the book fair week from Monday to Thursday (12-15 

October 2020). Under the motto “Signals of Hope: New Perspectives for a Stronger Future” high-

class speakers from the international publishing industry will provide insights and engage in 

https://services.book-fair.com/login
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discussions. Sponsored by Premium Partner Copyright Clearance Center, Frankfurt Conference will 

put one of the key areas of the publishing industry in the spotlight each day between 3 pm and 

5.30pm CEST. 

 

Academic & Scholarly: Open Science and the management of a cultural change 

Monday, 12 October 2020, 3 - 5.30 pm (CEST) 

Open Science and the management of a cultural change will be in the focus of the Academic & 

Scholarly conference track, chaired by Dr. Tiberius Ignat, Director of Scientific Knowledge Services. 

International speakers, including Dr. Paul Ayris, Pro-Vice-Provost, UCL Library Services (UK); 

Kristiina Hormia-Poutanen, Director of Library Network Services at the National Library of Finland; 

Sofie Wennström, Analyst at Stockholm University Library (Sweden); Catriona MacCallum, Director 

of Open Science at Hindawi Limited (UK), and Emily Poznanski, Director Strategy at De Gruyter 

(Germany), will be discussing topics such as the transformative power of Open Science. The 

Academic & Scholarly track is organised in cooperation with Scientific Knowledge Services and 

sponsored by Wiley, Elsevier and TrendMD. 

 

Rights & Licensing: Rights trade in a post-COVID world / Focus on Canada and Spain 

Tuesday, 13 October 2020, 3 - 5.30 pm (CEST) 

The Rights & Licensing track will give expert insights into the rights and licensing markets of Spain 

and Canada, as well as take a look into the future, giving an outlook on rights and licensing in a post-

COVID world. Moreover, the issue of working with sub-agents will be discussed, and brand licensing 

opportunities for publishers will be presented. A look on the development of international rights 

markets will round up the range of topics. Diane Spivey, publishing and rights consultant and former 

Group Contracts Director at Hachette UK, will discuss the rights trade in times of COVID-19 with 

leading UK literary agent Andrew Nurnberg. Rights experts from Canada and Spain will present the 

different language markets of these multilingual countries and talk about rights sales into and out of 

these markets. Speakers include Anna Soler-Pont, founder of Pontas Agency; Sandra Parejas, 

Casanovas Lynch agency; Florence Bisch, International and Domestic Rights Director at Groupe 

Homme; Janie Yoon, Editorial Director at House of Anansi; Corinne Quentin of Bureau des 

Copyrights Français; Marty Brochstein, SVP Industry Relations and Information at Licensing 

International. The conference will be chaired by Jo Henry, Managing Director of the UK trade 

magazine BookBrunch. Media partners of the Rights & Licensing track are BookBrunch and 

Licensing International. 

 

Publishing Insights – The publishing industry in times of COVID-19 

Wednesday, 14 October 2020, 3 - 5.30 pm (CEST) 

2020 was, and still is, a challenging year for the publishing industry. What processes were 

accelerated in those times of crisis? What will keep publishers resilient going forward? And how can 

we make sure that topics like diversity and innovation are not left by the wayside in a year when 

many players in the publishing ecosystem are just trying to survive? At Publishing Insights 

international voices from the book industry will discuss struggles and strategies for success during 
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and after COVID-19. James Daunt, CEO of Barnes & Noble and Managing Director of Waterstones 

(USA and UK), will talk about the changing retail landscape. Moreover, leaders from several 

important book markets – including Ananth Padmanabhan, CEO of HarperCollins Publishers India – 

will share their experiences guiding international companies through the pandemic. They'll discuss 

current challenges and new opportunities resulting from the coronavirus outbreak, as well as their 

expectations for the book business in the coming months. Jenny Fry, Commercial Director at 

Canongate (UK), Gustavo Lembert, founder of TAGLivros (Brazil) and Caroline Leavitt, author and 

co-founder of A MIGHTY BLAZE! (USA), will talk about marketing and PR in times of change. Porter 

Anderson, Editor-in-Chief of the international trade magazine Publishing Perspectives, and Erin Cox, 

Head of US PR at Frankfurter Buchmesse, will be among the moderators of this track. 

 

Audio: What does the future of audio look like? 

Thursday, 15 October 2020, 3 - 5.30 pm (CEST) 

Audio is the darling of the publishing industry and a steady growth driver. But what does it take to 

safeguard this development? How can publishers ensure that they are at the helm of the audio 

revolution? How can audiobooks and podcasts elevate content to reach new consumers and create 

new business opportunities? At the Audio track on the Thursday of the fair, experts from the 

international audio publishing industry, including Magnus Nytell, Head of International Expansion 

at Nextory, and Videl Bar-Kar, Global Head of Audio at Bookwire, will give insights and discuss the 

production of audio content, consumer behaviour and the future of subscription and streaming 

models. Javier Celaya, CEO of Dosdoce.com, will be among the moderators. Further speakers will be 

announced soon. The Audio track of Frankfurt Conference is sponsored by Beat Technology. 

 

All events of Frankfurt Conference will be held in English. Participation is free of charge; to take 

part, register at My Book Fair. The timetables of each conference track as well as further 

information about sessions and speakers are available online: www.buchmesse.de/conference. 

 

Further online B2B sessions of Frankfurter Buchmesse’s professional programme 

In addition to Frankfurt Conference, 36 further online events will be offered during the book fair 

week (12-18 October) as part of the fair’s digital programme for publishing professionals. These 

include, for instance, sessions focussing on current trends and issues in international publishing, 

talks with marketing experts and further sessions focussing on key topics from Frankfurter 

Buchmesse’s areas THE ARTS+, Frankfurt Kids, Frankfurt Academic, Frankfurt Authors and 

Frankfurt EDU. The complete programme and timetables will be available at 

www.buchmesse.de/conference shortly. 

 

Market Insights – from Brazil to China: insights into international book markets 

Frankfurter Buchmesse’s new Market Insights series offers in-depth information about 

international book markets. Starting at 5 October 2020, one online session will be broadcast each 

day Monday to Friday at 9.30 am (CEST) until 16 October. The markets to be presented include the 

Spanish-speaking Latin American markets, Brazil, the UK, the US, Germany, Finland, Russia, 

https://services.book-fair.com/login
http://www.buchmesse.de/conference
http://www.buchmesse.de/conference
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Slovenia, China and Indonesia. The facts and figures about these international markets will be 

presented by (media) partners of Frankfurter Buchmesse, including The Bookseller (UK), Publishers 

Weekly (USA), PublishNews Brazil and PublishNews Spain, the German Publishers & Booksellers 

Association, Finnish Literature Exchange, 17,000 Pulau Imaji Foundation (Indonesia) and the 

Slovenian Book Agency. The entire timetable and more details about the online sessions will be 

available soon at www.buchmesse.de/en/highlights/international-markets. 

 

Curated Networking – meeting new business partners 

A further part of Frankfurter Buchmesse’s digital events’ programme are the curated networking 

sessions, taking place daily from 12-17 October during the book fair week. The aim of these sessions 

is to offer 30-50 participants the opportunity to make as many relevant business contacts as 

possible within one hour. During the digital events, the participants will find themselves in various 

break-out sessions, having the opportunity to network and exchange ideas with their peers. To 

ensure that the participants find meaningful business contacts, the networking sessions will focus 

on certain topics or areas of publishing. For instance, sessions focussing on children’s publishing 

and university presses in Latin American are being planned. Due to the limited number of 

participants, prior registration is essential to secure a place. More information about the sessions 

and the registration process will be provided soon at www.buchmesse.de/networking. 

 

“The Hof” – Frankfurt’s informal digital meeting space 

Alluding to one of Frankfurt’s popular after-fair meeting-spots –the Frankfurter Hof hotel –, “The 

Hof” is the fair’s informal online meeting space. It offers one-hour networking sessions with live 

music, talks and the chance to connect with other book fair enthusiasts in a casual setting. Every 

session starts with live music by “Jazz and More”, with Argentine guitarist Dario Acosta Teich and 

multi-lingual vocalist and cellist Eleanor Dubinsky. Guest speakers join for short, inspirational 

interviews, followed by breakout sessions during which all participants can get to know each other 

and exchange ideas in smaller groups, just as they would in a real-life bar setting. The Hof will be 

hosted by Felix Zeltner, an award-winning journalist, author and co-founder of Work Awesome. 

 

The series of events at The Hof kicks off by getting everyone in the mood at the end of September, 

reaching its peak during the book fair week, and continuing with sessions in the run up to Christmas 

during November and December. Highlights announced today include a session with Juergen Boos, 

Director of Frankfurter Buchmesse, and Jenny Kühne, Project Lead Digital Book Fair, as co-speakers 

on 1 October, as well as the “My Frankfurt blues edition” on 12 October, when the Frankfurter Hof 

bartender will mix their signature cocktail at the hotel bar – live during the session. Furthermore, 

speakers from the audio and the EdTech businesses will give insights at dedicated The Hof sessions. 

 

Selection of upcoming online events at The Hof: 

 

24 September 2020: Life of an agent: hype, secrets & the post-COVID book trade 

with literary agent Michael Gaeb as guest speaker 

http://www.buchmesse.de/en/highlights/international-markets
http://www.buchmesse.de/networking
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29 September 2020: Audio futures: How to own your audience and forge your own path 

with Nathan Hull and Njål Hansen Wilberg from Beat Technology as guest speakers 

 

1 October 2020: October – Frankfurt is in the air 

with Juergen Boos, Director Frankfurter Buchmesse, and Jenny Kühne, Project Lead Digital Book 

Fair at Frankfurter Buchmesse, as guest speakers 

 

6 October 2020: October – European EdTech – Where are we now? 

with Swedish EdTech specialist Jannie Jeppesen as guest speaker 

 

12 October 2020: My Frankfurt blues edition 

with live cocktail session by Frankfurter Hof’s bartender and other regular guests 

 

Participation in The Hof sessions is free of charge, but pre-registration is required. The registration 

links can be found in each session’s description at www.buchmesse.de/networking. The website is 

being updated constantly; further sessions and speakers will be announced soon. 

  

In addition to Frankfurter Buchmesse's online events, the online business tool Frankfurt Rights as 

well as the Matchmaking Tool will be available for free for publishing professionals worldwide. 

More details will be announced. 

 

 

 

Frankfurt, 21 September 2020 

http://www.buchmesse.de/networking
https://www.buchmesse.de/en/digital-fair/frankfurt-rights
https://www.buchmesse.de/en/digital-fair/matchmaking
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Signals of Hope: sending a message of international solidarity  
Digital platform for global socio-political discourse launches today 
 

In 2020, Frankfurter Buchmesse (Special Edition from 14-18 October 2020) is championing the 

principles of optimism and solidarity: the virtual platform Signals of Hope is designed to promote 

discussions that are needed this year more urgently than ever. “In the midst of a culture of outrage, 

pessimism and conspiracy theories, we want to send a signal of hope by providing a stage for social 

leaders and literary figures,” explains Katja Böhne, head of Marketing & Communication at 

Frankfurter Buchmesse. “The changes caused by Covid-19 will keep us occupied for quite some time 

– and it’s a transformation that should be analysed, commented on and discussed by today’s authors 

and journalists. They are the ones who can lead the way to alternative approaches, thanks to the 

power of their ideas.”  

 

The Signals of Hope campaign is based on the system of maritime flags recognised around the world. 

In a time of travel restrictions and social distancing, it is meant to communicate a message of 

international solidarity. The website will go live on 21 September and the campaign itself will reach 

its high point during the five days of the fair, from 14 to 18 October. 

 

Hope Salon as a virtual stage 

That is when a series of readings, presentations, panels and discussions will take place in the virtual 

Hope Salon on the campaign’s website (signalsofhope.buchmesse.de). The main issues will be 

human rights, gender diversity, feminism, structural racism and climate change. Each day will be 

dedicated to a different topic: 

 

  *   Day 1 (14 October 2020): Raising Hope 

  *   Day 2 (15 October 2020): Hope is Diverse 

  *   Day 3 (16 October 2020): Hope and Action 

  *   Day 4 (17 October 2020): Climate of Hope 

  *   Day 5 (18 October 2020): Hope for Tomorrow 

 

Interested individuals can use the platform to create their own signals of hope and send them out 

into the world using social media. 

 

signalsofhope.buchmesse.de 

 

#signalsofhope 

 
Frankfurt, 21 September 2020 

  

http://www.signalsofhope.buchmesse.de/
http://www.signalsofhope.buchmesse.de/
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Marketplace for creative ideas: THE ARTS+ Boost Your Creative Content 
With a focus on innovations, synergies and new business models 

 

THE ARTS+ Boost Your Creative Content functions as a year-round interface between the publishing 

industry and the international creative and cultural sectors. The focus is on rights and licensing for 

creative intellectual property (ideas, concepts, texts, images, etc.) from all creative segments, such as 

film/TV, audio and games. The virtual THE ARTS+ programme (14–16 October 2020) features 

insights, panels, pitches, networking and master classes on the topics AR/VR/XR and 

licensing/merchandising, as well as film and game. Participation in digital events is free; registration 

is required at My Book Fair. 

 

In May 2020, THE ARTS+ launched the Facebook group “Pitch Your CIP”, bringing together players 

from the publishing and creative industries and content experts from around the globe. The B2B 

group focuses on video pitches for book-to-film projects, audio content and animation – exactly the 

content that THE ARTS+ digital programme is showcasing. 

 

On Wednesday, 14 October 2020, the programme will focus on augmented reality (AR), virtual 

reality (VR) and extended reality (XR). AR, VR and XR technologies enhance content, allow people to 

experience the past in the present, and make it possible to combine engagement and escapism in 

equal measure. The keynote address on The Future of Storytelling by Stephanie Riggs (most recently 

the Creative Director of Refinery29 and the author of The End of Storytelling: The Future of Narrative 

in the Storyplex) and showcases on Augmented Storytelling will look at new storymakers and how 

they are applying relevant technologies. Canadians Félix Lajeunesse and Paul Raphaël of Félix & 

Paul Studios will discuss how they transformed the Brothers Grimm fairy tale The Seven Ravens into 

a captivating storybook/mixed reality/AR installation. Presented by SODEC/MUTEC Québec, the 

event will be hosted by Holger Volland, managing director of Business Development for Frankfurter 

Buchmesse and founder of THE ARTS+. Another highlight will be the Telefilm Canada panel on How 

New Technologies Can Drive Narratives and Communities Forward with its renowned participants: 

Pietro Gagliano (AI expert and founder of Transitional Forms Studio Lab), Dr Julie Nagam (Associate 

Professor in the department of Art History at the University of Winnipeg), Randall Okita 

(prizewinning film director, scriptwriter and artist) and Cindy Au Yeung (Creative Director, 

Chinatown XR) will discuss which new technologies can help stories and characters come alive in 

new formats, thereby reaching a wider audience. The experts for immersive storytelling and 

artificial intelligence will share their experiences with moderator Catherine Mathys (Director of 

Industry and Market Trends at Canada Media Fund (CMF)). 

 

On Thursday, 15 October 2020, the focus will be on licensing and merchandising. Seda Röder of 

the Sonophilia Foundation will join a panel on Creativity Matters!. In his master class on Brand 

Licensing for Publishers, Martin Brochstein of Licensing International will show how publishing 

https://services.book-fair.com/login
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professionals can use brand licensing to increase their visibility and create new revenue streams. A 

showcase will feature “Characters & Illustration IP” which is aimed primarily at those who are 

looking for new content or who have already developed their own character ideas. The event will 

put a spotlight on humorous and captivating figures from around the world – from pigs protecting 

the environment to the Japanese bestseller Oshiri-Tantei – The Japanese “Butt Detective”. Oshiri-

Tantei is a polite and likeable crime fighter who gets mixed up in exciting adventures. Keita 

Hasegawa from the Japanese publishing house POPLAR will present this series of children’s books, 

which has already been adapted for Netflix. Thorsten Unger, CEO of Unger & Fiedler, the creative 

transmedia studio, will introduce Captain Hog & Friends – the inspiring story of Captain Hog and his 

companions who try to save the world from climate catastrophe. This animation is available for 

adaption as a series, audio book, children’s book or game. 

 

On Friday, 16 October 2020, THE ARTS+ will be dedicated to film and game with the successful 

format A Book is a Film is a Game. A master class and talks about film adaptations, along with a 

game-to-book pitching session and break-out sessions will allow viewers to take a deep dive into 

the world of film. Speakers Lorena Mazuré Loos (project manager, International Music + Media 

Centre Austria) and Luc Moser (director of Label & New Business, EuroArts Music) will join other 

experts to share their insights during the panel Digital Cross Over x FBM: Driving Discoverability 

through Metadata. Locating content is a problem in all areas of the creative industry, especially in a 

digital world in which the amount of available material has become overwhelming. The experts will 

discuss the challenges, allowing them to explore the potential offered by cross-sector synergies. The 

day will end with a Matchmaking-Session for Producers, Publishers and Literary Agents curated by 

the Berlinale. The Frankfurter Buchmesse Film Awards will be presented prior to the fair, on 9 

October, as part of the B3 BEN Awards in the ASTOR Film Lounge Frankfurt. The evening will be 

moderated by Jo Schück, host of the ZDF TV show aspekte Kulturjournal. 

 

The fifth B3 biennale of the moving image will take place from 9 to 18 October 2020, focussing on 

TRUTHS as a hybrid format. Once again, it will serve as a strategic partner within the framework of 

THE ARTS+ (www.b3biennale.com). Other partners – besides Telefilm Canada, SODEC/MUTEC 

Québec, Licensing International and Berlinale – are Ukrainian Cultural Foundation, TAICCA, 

Hessenagentur and Creative Business Cup. 

 

For more information on sessions, speakers and partners, visit: www.theartsplus.com    

 

 

 

Frankfurt, 21 September 2020 

http://www.b3biennale.com/
http://www.theartsplus.com/
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PRESS INFORMATION  

 

Frankfurt Audio 
The future of audio publishing / International audio experts at Frankfurt Conference 

 

Following the successful launch of Frankfurt Audio at Frankfurter Buchmesse 2019, this year, 

Frankfurter Buchmesse Special Edition will also highlight the trends and developments in the 

international audio markets with partners Zebralution, Bookwire and Storytel.  

  

Frankfurt Conference: What does the future of audio look like? 

Thursday’s programme of Frankfurt Conference will be dedicated to the future of audio publishing. 

On 15 October from 3 pm to 5.30 pm (CEST) international experts will discuss current trends and 

developments in the audio market. Magnus Nytell, Head of International Expansion at Nextory, 

Mette Hammerich Caserta, Editor-in-Chief at SAGA Egmont International, and Julie MacKay, Director 

of International Content Acquisition at Scribd, will discuss the future of subscription and streaming 

models. Javier Celaya, CEO of Dosdoce.com, will host the panel. Bookwire’s Global Head of Audio, 

Videl Bar-Kar, will present data from a new white paper on the latest findings on customers’ 

listening behaviour: “Listen & Read: The Battle for Attention”. Frankfurt Conference is sponsored by 

Premium Partner Copyright Clearance Center; the conference’s audio track is being sponsored by 

Beat Technology.  

 

More information about the Audio track and the speakers: www.buchmesse.de/conference. All 

events of Frankfurt Conference will be held in English. Participation is free of charge; to take part, 

register at My Book Fair: https://services.book-fair.com/login. 

  

Informal networking event for the audio community 

Prior to the fair, on 29 September, the new virtual networking venue “The Hof” will offer a 

happening organised especially for the audio community: An event featuring Nathan Hull and Njål 

Hansen Wilberg of Beat Technology.  During this session, entitled “Audio futures: How to own your 

audience and forge your own path”, the two experts will discuss their participation in Frankfurt 

Audio 2019, trends in the audio business, and their experiences at Frankfurter Hof. Moderated by 

journalist Felix Zeltner, the online format with live music and breakout sessions offers the 

opportunity to exchange ideas with other participants in an informal setting. Participation in the 

online event of “The Hof” series is free of charge, but advance registration is required. More 

information and pre-registration at www.buchmesse.de/networking. 

 

New white papers on the latest developments in the audio markets 

The questions and challenges relating to the international audio markets that will be addressed 

during the Frankfurter Buchmesse trade programming are also the subject of the Frankfurt Audio 

White Paper by audio expert Linda Lee, which was published in August. In “Audiobooks: Taking the 

World by Storm”, the former president of the American Audio Publishers Association describes 

http://www.buchmesse.de/conference
https://services.book-fair.com/login
http://www.buchmesse.de/networking
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current developments in international audio markets. Zebralution is the publication’s data partner. 

The white paper is available for free download: www.buchmesse.de/service/whitepaper  

 

The white paper by Frankfurt Audio' partner Bookwire,“Listen & Read: The Battle for Attention", 

which will be presented at the Frankfurt Conference on 15 October, will also be available for free 

download from mid-October on: www.buchmesse.de/service/whitepaper 

 

 

 

Frankfurt, 21 September 2020 

http://www.buchmesse.de/service/whitepaper
http://www.buchmesse.de/service/whitepaper
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Akhtar Ayad  en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Akrap Doris en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Antony Ross de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Atfah Lina en 16.10.2020 13.00 P Festhalle 

Auer Margit de 18.10.2020 14.00 P Volksbühne Frankfurt 

Berkel Christian  de 16.10.2020 14.30 P Festhalle 

Bjerg Bov de 14.10.2020 19.30 P Walden 

Böhmermann Jan  de 17.10.2020 13.30 D Festhalle  

Boie Kirsten de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Bossong Nora tbd 14.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Brandis Katja de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 
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Brinkbäumer Klaus de 15.10.2020 
16.10.2020 

15.00 
20.00 

P Festhalle 

Caspers Ralph de 18.10.2020 11.00 P Volksbühne 

Dath Dietmar de 16.10.2020 12.30 P Festhalle 

Deutscher 
Buchpreis 
Gewinner 

N.N.  14.10.2020 13.30 P Festhalle 

Di Empoli Guiliana de 14.10.2020 17.30 P Festhalle 

Fast Valentina de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Fried Amelie de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de  
Friedman Michel de 17.10.2020 12.00 P Festhalle 

Fröhlich Susanne de 16.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 

Funke Cornelia de 18.10.2020 15.00 D www.buchmesse.de 

Fuchs Arved de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de  
George Nina tbd 15.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Giermann Max de 15.10.2020 19.30 P Gallus Theater 

Gilbert  Elizabeth  en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Gonzales Chilly en 16.10.2020 17.00 P Festhalle 

Grossman David en 13.10. /16.10.2020 18.00/20.00 D Festhalle 

Grütters  Monika de 14.10.2020 10.00 P Festhalle 

Haig Matt en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Heidenreich Elke de 16.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 

Helminger Guy  de 14.10.2020 19.30 P Le Meridien, Frankfurt  

Kaminer Wladimir de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Kantor Jodi en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Kast Bas de 16.10.2020 15.00 & 
20.00 

P Festhalle 

Katzenberger Daniela de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Kendi Ibrahim X. en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

“Klaudia mit K” Klaudia de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 
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Kling Marc-Uwe de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

König Ralf  de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Koschwitz Thomas de 14.10.2020 19.30 P Leonardo Royal Hotel 
Frankfurt 

Kowalski Malakoff en 16.10.2020 17.00 P Festhalle 

Krist Martin de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Krone-Schmalz Gabriele de 14.10.2020 
15.10.2020 

14.30 
19.00 

P 
P 

Festhalle 
Matthäuskirche 

Lamby Stephan de 15.10.2020 15.00 P Festhalle 

Lauterbach Prof. Karl de 17.10.2020 12.30 tba Festhalle 

Lilienthal Matthias de 15.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Maar Paul de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 
 

Madelung Eva de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Magnusson Kristof de 14.10.2020 20.30 P Haus des Buches 

Mansour Ahmad  de 14.10.2020 
16.10.2020  

19.30  
 20.00  

P Deutsche 
Nationalbibliothek  
Festhalle 

Martenstein Harald de 14.10.2020 15.00 P Festhalle 

Mayer Eric  de 16.10.2020 16.00 P Senckenberg Museum 

Meinecke Thomas de 15.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Melandri Francesca en 14.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Meyer Clemens  de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Meyerhoff Joachim  de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Milberg Axel de 15.10.2020 17.00 P Festhalle 

Moor Max de 18.10.2020 12.00 P Festhalle 

Müntefering Franz de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Niven John en 17.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 

Noelle Mavie de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 
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Ohde Deniz de 14.10.2020 20.00 P Romanfabrik 

Oliver Jamie en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Owuor Yvonne Adhiambo  en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Pelusa Francesca de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Peters Christoph  de 17.10.2020 10.00 
 19.00 

P Festhalle 
Roomers 

Petković Andrea de 15.10.2020 13.30 P Festhalle 

Plöger Sven de 16.10.2020 12.00 P Festhalle 

Rodenwald C. R. de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Rotaru Lana de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Sargnagel Stefanie de 16.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 

Schäfer Bärbel de 14.10.2020 -
18.10.2020 

tägl.   14.00  P Festhalle 

Scheck Denis de 14.10.2020 - 
18.10.2020 

tägl.   11.00 P Festhalle 

Scheffler Axel de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Schwarzer Alice de 16.10.2020 13.30 P Festhalle 

Scobel Gert de 14.10.2020 17.30 P www.buchmesse.de 

Seiler Lutz de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 
 

Slaughter Karin  en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Slimani Leila en 16.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Spreckelsen Tilman de 15.10./17.10.2020 16.30/12.30 P Festhalle/  
Struwwelpetermuseum 

Steinhöfel Andreas  de 17.10.2020 16.00 P Am Kaiserplatz, 
Bethmannstraße 33 

Stöcker Christian  de 16.10.2020 19.00 P Steigenberger 
Frankfurter Hof  

Trinkwalder Sina de 14.10.2020 14.00 P Festhalle 

Twohey  Megan en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

von Lange Alexa Hennig de 16.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 
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von Thun Max  de 17.10.2020 14.30/16.00 P Festhalle/ 
Struwwelpetermuseum 
Frankfurt 

Weiler Jan de 16.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 

Weiler Jan de 17.10.2020 11.30 & 
15.00 

P Festhalle 

Weiler Jan  de 17.10.2020 20.00 P Jumeirah Frankfurt 

Weinberger Eliot en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Welsh Irvine en 17.10.2020 20.00 P Festhalle 

Welzer Harald de 17.10.2020 12.00 P Festhalle 

Winslow Don en 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Wohlleben Peter  de 17.10.2020 tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Wolff Iris  de tba tba D www.buchmesse.de 

Wong Joshua en 17.10.2020 16.00 P Festhalle 

Zampounidis Anastasia  de 16.10.2020 20.00 P Leonardo Royal Hotel 
Frankfurt 

Zervakis Linda  de 15.10.2020 14.30 P Festhalle 

Zervakis Linda  de 14.10.2020 19.30 P Frankfurt School of 
Finance 

Zierl Helmut de 14.10.2020 19.30 P Leonardo Royal Hotel 
Frankfurt 

Zink Nelly de 15.10.2020 12.30 P Festhalle 

 

*Weitere Infos finden Sie auf www.buchmesse.de oder in unserem Veranstaltungskalender, der täglich aktualisiert wird: 

https://www.buchmesse.de/service/veranstaltungskalender 

Livestreams zu allen digitalen Veranstaltungen finden Sie hier: www.buchmesse.de/digitale-buchmesse/live-programm 

Die Liste erhebt keinen Anspruch auf Richtigkeit oder Vollständigkeit.  

http://www.buchmesse.de/
https://www.buchmesse.de/service/veranstaltungskalender
http://www.buchmesse.de/digitale-buchmesse/live-programm
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